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Ricoh Forensics Ensures Quick 
Turnaround for Business Clients 
with Cellebrite Solutions

Challenges

• Processing a large volume of devices in a very short timeframe

• Ensuring proportionality of investigative efforts

• Fitting the process into an eDiscovery workflow

Tools
• 2 x 4PC and a Cellebrite UFED Physical Analyzer for the decoding and extraction of data 

 

Ricoh Forensics is an independent service provider that offers eDiscovery 
solutions including digital forensics services worldwide. They use proven 
procedures, advanced technology and forensically sound tools to provide a 
defensible process. The Ricoh Forensics Lab was the first non-government 
facility in the world to be accredited by ASCLD/LAB in the discipline of digital 
forensics. Their team of forensic professionals are licensed, private investigators 
whose range of services include:
• Encryption bypass
• Deleted file recovery
• Intellectual property theft analysis
• Mobile lab services
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Civil Litigation 

In civil litigation cases, Ricoh Forensics typically ensures that all data, from all sources, has been collected to produce a 
comprehensive report for clients. Extracted data from mobile devices usually includes chat histories, text messages and 
digital documents. Because Ricoh's primary focus is on data collection, minimal analysis is performed. The following case 
studies illustrate how Ricoh’s data collection strengths and Cellebrite's extraction capabilities have been harnessed to 
solve more cases faster.

Departing Employee Case 1: Android Device Access and Extraction  

A former employee started his own business that competed directly with his previous company. The company rendered 
services to crane operators at building sites which involved checking and recertifying the cranes for continued operation. 
During his previous employment, the former employee had stored all of his employer's business contacts and data 
containing the location of construction cranes throughout a certain region on his phone.

With this information, the former employee knew when his former employer's certifications were coming due and who to 
call. In this way, he could effectively undercut his previous employer and steal the business away.

Challenge: The challenge for Ricoh Forensics was finding the transferred data from the former employees old phone to his 
new phone. This was successfully done using Cellebrite tools.

Solution: Ricoh Forensics was able to access and extract the data from the former employee’s new phone. All of the 
privileged information was identified in the phone's calendar app, including the customer contact details. These contacts 
were then used by the former employee to reach out to old clients for a competing business venture as shown through call 
logs. This digital evidence proved that competitive information was on the former employee's phone where he could easily 
leverage it.   

“The contact information was from stored contacts within the address book including name, number and emails. We 
performed a Physical [Bootloader] extraction.” Dave Hendershott, Director of Computer Forensics - Ricoh Forensics

Departing Employee Case 2: Remediating Mobile Devices

In a similar case, a departing employee left to become a CEO of another company. After his exit, the company filed a 
lawsuit alleging the former CEO had taken company IP with him to benefit his new position. 

Challenge: Ricoh Forensics had to do the collection of data from 14 mobile devices including iPads, iPhones, and Android 
Tablets, then look for the company’s IP information across all devices.

The former CEO possessed an unusual number of devices because his previous company had given him a new phone 
almost every month. 

Solution: Using UFED Physical Analyzer and Cellebrite Reader, Ricoh Forensics was able to provide a comprehensive 
report to their litigation client, the former employee, that greatly assisted their case.

“In this case, tons of work was performed to essentially prove that the company’s IP was not stolen, but that the client 
just had a lot of company devices and data distributed over several of them.” - Ricoh Forensics

Criminal Case

Indiscreet pictures of a sleeping individual were taken by the person's ex-husband. In this case, the victim’s attorney didn’t 
provide a phone but a computer. The ex-husband had used the device to back up his phone media onto an iTunes account. 
Through access to the laptop, Ricoh Forensics was able to retrieve the iPhone backup files.

Solution: Ricoh Forensics wanted to look for any activity or files that seemed suspicious, so they used Cellebrite UFED 
Physical Analyzer to parse through the data. They extracted the Exif files containing metadata from the pictures to 
reconstruct the timeline of when the pictures were taken, and if they were later sent anywhere.
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Ricoh Forensics successfully found enough evidence to move the case from the civil litigation department to Houston PD 
where the case ended up becoming a criminal matter.

“Using the reports from Cellebrite, we were able to construct a case from the pictures that we found, accomplishing all 
this in a way that was fast and easy.” - Ricoh Forensics Associate

Why Cellebrite

Because files extracted and decoded using Cellebrite solutions are easily viewable in the best-of-breed review platforms, 
it’s faster for Ricoh Forensics to analyze and redact information as part of civil litigation and criminal cases.

To learn more about Legalview visit: www.cellebrite.com/en/business-solutions/
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Digital intelligence for a safer world

Digital data plays an increasingly important role in investigations and operations of all kinds. Making data accessible, collaborative and 
actionable is what Cellebrite does best. As the global leader in digital intelligence, and with more than 60,000 licenses deployed in 150 
countries, we provide law enforcement, military and intelligence, and enterprise customers with the most complete, industry-proven 
range of solutions for digital forensics and digital analytics solutions in the field, in the lab and everywhere in between. By enabling 
access, sharing and analysis of digital data from mobile devices, social media, cloud, computer and other sources, Cellebrite products, 
solutions, services and training help customers build the strongest cases quickly, even in the most complex situations. As a result, 
Cellebrite is the preferred one-stop shop for digital intelligence solutions that make a safer world more possible every day.

To learn more, visit www.cellebrite.com/en/business-solutions/


